Hiab Multilift XR 3S
XR Light range hooklifts

Product brochure

More functionality for light
commercial vehicle
Enhance your 4.5 tonne light truck functionality by fitting Hiab Multilift XR 3S hooklift on it.
Transport machinery, lift heavy loads, or tip materials – XR 3S masters it all with ease.
Full functionality in a small
package

Increased versatility and larger
payloads

The Hiab Multilift XR 3S enhances
your truck’s functionality for a level
known from heavy trucks. Now you
can load the body on the ground
with low height, drive the machinery
onto the body or platform and XR 3S
lifts it onto the truck on your behalf.
And beyond that, it also can tip the
goods when needed. Additionally,
with suitable special bodies you can
perform multiple tasks where earlier
you needed several trucks. Improved
efficiency with better profitability!

We used the latest 3D-CAD methods
and modern production technology
to design and manufacture this
new range, which minimised the
welding needed in construction and
resulted in a stronger structure.
The exceptional low weight /
high strength ratio enables larger
payloads, enhances the versatility
of the vehicle and maximises its
rentability.

Safety the priority

As in all Hiab Multilift demountables,
safety is a key priority in the XRseries. Safety features include
load-holding valves directly on
the cylinders and a tipping lock
mechanism. The XR-series meets
all the minimum requirements of
the EU’s Directive on the Safety of
Machinery.

TECHNICAL DATA
TYPE

XR 3S

CAPACITY (kg)

3,000

GVW OF THE VEHICLE (t)

3.0 - 3.5

3.5 - 4.0

G-LENGTH (mm)

2700

2950

3200

EQUIPMENT WEIGHT (kg)

400

420

440

TIPPING ANGLE (º)

49

49

47

HOOK HEIGHT (mm)

900 / 930

BODY LEVEL (mm)

135

MAX. OPERATING PRESSURE (MPa)

25

RECOMMENDED OIL FLOW (l/min)

15-20

Cargotec improves the efficiency of cargo flows on land and at sea – wherever cargo is
on the move. Cargotec’s daughter brands Hiab, Kalmar and MacGregor are recognised
leaders in cargo and load handling solutions around the world. Cargotec’s global
network is positioned close to customers and offers extensive services that ensure the
continuous, reliable and sustainable performance of equipment. www.cargotec.com

We reserve the rights for modifications. Illustrations do not
always show an equipment in standard version.
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CONTAINER LENGTH (internal) (m)

4.5
3.0

